Portable car turntable
Turntable applications:
€ 3D animated (VR) car photography € stops/starts @ predefined angles using remote
handset
€ 3D video car shoots € continuous silky-smooth rotation
€ Exhibition displays
€ Car launch events and showroom use
€ Sturdy 8• x 8• x 1‚ ply flat-top available to support other products
This turntable has been professionally modified to facilitate simple production of indexed
image sequences during 3D car photography. If necessary it can be hired with 3D studio
facilities in Bristol for car or other 3D photography. We are also happy to quote for complete
3D imaging solutions using our own crew.
The turntable will also run smoothly for video shoots or showroom/exhibition use, with or
without a remote handset.
Turntable specification:
€ Supports vehicles up to 2,500 Kg / 5,500 lbs.
€ Adjustable for vehicles from small town run-arounds to large 4x4•s and MPV•s
€ Nominal (non-indexed) rotation speed 0.6 rpm
€ Index plates can be fitted for 24 fame spin (15ƒ advance) or 30 fame spin (12.5ƒ
advance). Switching index plates can be manufactured to meet client•s requirements
if necessary.
Portable electric car turntable for hire at competitive rates:
Hire Rates:

1 day:
1 week:
1 month:

„400 + VAT
„1600 + VAT
„4800 + VAT

To purchase a ready-made unit or for further details please e-mail us info@sjmphoto.co.uk
We have developed our own detailed loading instruction for this rig. These are supplied with
the turntable to facilitate its fast, safe use.
Delivery & collection:
This is a heavy-weight piece of equipment, ruggedly constructed for professional use. It can
be safely transported in a normal commercial van (Ford Transit or equivalent). However it is
heavy, so is best loaded/unloaded with 4 people. The turntable is supplied with a bespoke
wheeled trolley which enables it to be moved easily once it is on firm level ground.
Carriage of this equipment can be arranged at cost from our studios if necessary.
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